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 “An effective interpersonal process that  An effective interpersonal process that 
facilitates the achievement of goals that 
cannot be reached when individual 

f i l    h i  ” professionals act on their own” 
Bronstein (2003, p. 299)

 Combining the skills and knowledge of two or 
more disciplines in order to better serve the p
needs of clients

Taylor (2006)



 Creating an atmosphere of appreciation and g p pp
respect of other disciplines

 Increasing teamwork and communication 
skillsskills

Developing knowledge and understanding of 
other disciplines’ practices, rules, beliefs, p p , , ,
and principles 

 Learning different vocabulary and 
practice/teaching approaches  and fostering practice/teaching approaches, and fostering 
experiences to decrease animosity among 
professionals

\Weinberg & Harding (2004) 



Counseling of clients

 Interviewing and assessments skills

Communication, flexibility, and serving 
the clients’ best interestthe clients  best interest

Galowitz (1999)



 “Some lawyers spend as much as 80 percent of their time in counseling”—
such as talking with clients on subject matters that do not result in such as talking with clients on subject matters that do not result in 
documents, lawsuits, or negotiations with third persons. 

Shaffer (1975, p. 854).

 Legal problems are often intermixed with social  medical  and economic  Legal problems are often intermixed with social, medical, and economic 
problems.

 Because many clients often have overlapping social and legal  Because many clients often have overlapping social and legal 
needs/problems, practitioners skilled and educated in both social work 
and law can provide valuable resources and services to these clients. 

Coleman (2001)

 “Our students [law] should leave law school proudly recognizing that law 
is social work.” 

Aiken & Wizner (2003, p. 10)



 Law students have traditionally been taught to 
h bl  l i  i   di i l approach problem solving in a one-dimensional 

manner---by focusing only on legal problems and 
client rights. 

 Lawyers must widen their scope to a more creative 
and interdisciplinary approach to problem solving to 
best serve clients. 

 Fieldwork is a large part of the social work 
curriculum but not usually part of law school training, y p g,
even though lawyers could benefit from clinical 
experience as part of their education.

W i i  (1999)  Weinstein (1999). 



 Benefits to clients Benefits to clients

 Benefits to students

 Benefits to practitionersp



 Civil Practice Clinic Civil Practice Clinic
 Criminal Defense Clinic
Disability Clinicy
 Appellate Clinic
 Immigration Clinicg
Wrongful Conviction Clinic 



 Partners with Indiana Legal Services (ILS) Partners with Indiana Legal Services (ILS)
 Represent indigent individuals on various 

types of civil cases (family law, child 
support, paternity, small claims, consumer, 
guardianship, etc.)
St d t   tifi d l l i t   Students are certified legal interns 
supervised by a licensed attorney (typically 
the clinical professor)the clinical professor)

 Full responsibility for cases and clients
Grant has been applied for to join MSWpp j

students with clinic students on cases



Qualitative 6 question surveyQ q y

 All students in a law clinic course during Fall 
2010  k d  i i2010 were asked to participate

We will be collecting more data in spring We will be collecting more data in spring 
2011. 

 Responses N=15
10 Civil Practice Civil
4 Criminal Law Clinic4 Criminal Law Clinic
1 Immigration Clinic



Q  id  f l d  i i  d Q1: Did you feel prepared to interview and 
counsel a client the first time it was required 
of you? Why or why not?of you? Why or why not?

 40% did not feel prepared
 13% said the clinic course was enough 

preparation
 47% said they only felt prepared due to previous  47% said they only felt prepared due to previous 

employment in the legal field



Q2: Do you feel your general law school Q2: Do you feel your general law school 
courses prepared you to counsel and 
interview clients? If so, how? 

 93% said no
7% (  d t) id  7% (one respondent) said yes

 “General law school teaches nothing about how General law school teaches nothing about how 
to be an attorney.”

 “Law school did not prepare me to deal with 
clients ”clients.”



 Q3: Did the law school clinic course prepare you Q p p y
to counsel and interview clients? If so how? 

 66% Yes, the class helped.66% Yes, the class helped.
 20% Yes, the practical experience helped.
 13% No, still not prepared.

 “Through practical exercises and actual experience 
dealing with real people’s lives and emotions.”

 “Clinic demonstrated client interviews through video   Clinic demonstrated client interviews through video, 
role play, professor lecture, and actual interviewing 
of clients.”

 “The applied training was the best part of law  The applied training was the best part of law 
school.”



Q4: Please describe your first experience Q4: Please describe your first experience 
counseling a client.

 33% still felt nervous and incompetent.

“E  i  d l  Y   ibl  f   “Eye opening and real. You are responsible for 
the real world disputes of a human being.”

 “There is more pressure though because you 
realize this isn't an old dusty case you're reading 
about but someone's actual life ”about but someone s actual life.



Q5: What types of skills do you feel could Q yp y
have benefited you in preparing to counsel 
clients? 

 67% More interviewing skills
 25% Discussion of human behavior
 8% Shadowing

 “Understanding personality types and human  Understanding personality types and human 
interaction.”

 “How to keep control of the conversation if 
clients start venting/going astray ”clients start venting/going astray.



Q6: Do you think learning interviewing skills Q y g g
with roots in the discipline of social work 
could be beneficial to law students? If so, 
how? how? 

 57% Yes, to learn to help clients beyond their 
legal problems

 21% Yes, to learn to interact with different types 
of peoplep p

 14% Yes, part of a lawyer’s job is counseling
 7% No, social workers need different information 

from clients than lawyersfrom clients than lawyers



 “Yes, a lot of what lawyers do (especially trial 
l ) i  d l ith l  Y  h   l t f lawyers) is deal with people. You have a lot of 
different personalities and you deal with all of them 
differently.”

 “I think it would be helpful to have some training in 
how others think and how to get their trust.”

 “Yes, we all have a pro bono obligation and I think 
such training would help new attorneys be more 
comfortable with this and likely to complete it.”y p

 “We could possibly learn how to sympathize with the 
client and extract the most amount of information in 
h   ffi i  ”the most efficient manner.”



 Law school focuses narrowly on legal theoryy g y

 Few students graduate from law school with any 
training on how to actually practice with clientstraining on how to actually practice with clients

 Without clients, lawyers would not have a , y
profession

 Therefore  we have devised ways social work  Therefore, we have devised ways social work 
theories and skills can be incorporated into law 
school clinic courses, and possibly other courses 
in the futurein the future
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